ble for a fraction of a second. During a run, the motor rotates counterclockwise (as it is viewed from outside and Keiichi Namba 2,3,4, * 1 The W.M. Keck Advanced Microscopy Laboratory the cell), and several flagellar filaments with a lefthanded helical shape form a bundle and propel the cell. A tumble is caused by quick reversal of the motor to clockwise rotation (Larsen et al., 1974), which produces 1700 4th Street San Francisco, California 94158 a twisting force that transforms the left-handed helical form of the filament into a right-handed one (Macnab 2 Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences Osaka University and Ornston, 1977; Turner et al., 2000), causing the bundle to fall apart rapidly. The separated filaments act 1-3 Yamadaoka, Suita Osaka 565-0871
) was docked into the density map as a rigid body, but we domain connections are formed by pairs of short antiparallel chains, the one that connects domains D0 and found that small modifications were necessary. We D1 is significantly longer than the other two, and theremoved and reoriented domain D3 to fit into the map fore it is called the "spoke" region. Most of the outer and also modified the conformation of the two ends of domain densities are nicely fitted by the previously α helices in the terminal regions of F41, which are both solved crystal structure of a core fragment of flagellin in domain D1, extended these α helices further down, called F41 (Samatey et al., 2001) , which lacks the terand then traced the missing terminal chains in the minal w100 residues and cannot form the filament. The spoke region and domain D0 with large side chains as density map demonstrates that α helices and β sheets fiducial. The positions and orientations of densities asare clearly resolved throughout the molecule, although signed to several large side chains allowed unambiguindividual strands of β sheets in domains D2 and D3 ous model building of the terminal chains. are rather difficult to identify without superimposing the The model was refined using both positional and simatomic model of F41. Especially in the filament core ulated annealing refinements (Brünger et al., 1987) by domains D0 and D1, the map revealed the path of the a molecular dynamics refinement program, FEX-PLOR, α-helical backbone and even some large side chains which we developed based on FX-PLOR (Wang and ( Figure 1B) . Figure 2 shows the density map corre-Stubbs, 1993) for EM image analysis of the helical assponding to the upper two thirds of domain D1 viewed sembly. In electron cryomicrographs, the phase data from inside the filament, where the structure shows are more reliable than the amplitude data, because the very little change from the crystal structure of F41.
amplitudes are inevitably modulated and decayed to-Agreement between the map and the atomic model inward high resolution by the contrast transfer function dicates the high quality of the EM density map. It is (CTF) of EM while the phases are only flipped by the worth noting that this is among the first cases in which CTF. Therefore, the amplitude-weighted phase residual an atomic model has been built based on a density map was implemented in FEX-PLOR as an effective potenobtained solely by EM image analysis without any use tial energy. vealed insights into molecular interactions involved in a high-resolution map. For single-particle image analysis, it is generally believed that a number of images the polymorphic supercoiling mechanism of the filament, the transport mechanism of flagellin, and so on. from a few tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands is required to obtain density maps at 10-7 Å resolution.
Details are described in Yonekura et al. (2003a).
The reason why such a small number of images allowed us to obtain a high-resolution map can be considered
Essential Points for High-Resolution Image Analysis
We have demonstrated that a relatively small number as follows. First, a liquid helium-cooled and highly stable specimen stage of the electron microscope (Fuji-of molecular images (w41,000) is sufficient to produce yoshi, 1998) produced high-quality images with suffi-the structure factors calculated from the model, based cient reduction of radiation damage in high-resolution on their radial amplitude profile obtained by spherically structural information. Second, the structural order and averaging the amplitudes within each resolution shell. helical symmetry of the flagellar filament is high enough It effectively increased the visibility of densities espeto give rise to high-resolution structural data, as demcially in the outer part of the filament (domains D2 and onstrated by X-ray fiber diffraction patterns showing D3) and those of side chains in the inner core of the sharp layer line reflections beyond 3 Å resolution (Yafilament (domains D1 and D0) as shown in Figure 4D.  mashita et al., 1998) . Also, the helical symmetry makes By incorporating all these techniques into image initial screening of good images easy, because the Fouanalysis, we were able to obtain a density map at a rier transforms of good images show sharp layer lines resolution of 4.0 Å in the direction of the filament axis arranged symmetrically across the meridian. In singleand 5.0 Å in the direction perpendicular to it, with obparticle image analysis, it is generally difficult to select jectively meaningful structure factors as indicated by out only good images. As a result, incorporation of bad the figures of merit (Yonekura et al., 2003a) . This anisoones would make the quality and resolution of the final tropic resolution is probably due to the structure with map significantly worse than that a limited number of an axial repeat, which tends to give higher signals in good images should give. For the image analysis of the the Fourier transform along the filament axis because R-type straight flagellar filament, we selected w100 the axial structural order is better preserved against good filament images recorded in w60 micrographs, mechanical perturbations. In X-ray crystallography, it is which are among w1,000 micrographs we collected. generally difficult to build atomic models from density We never used images with poor diffraction (S.M.-Y. et maps at this resolution range because the level of al., unpublished data).
phase errors is higher than that of EM. EM data can Third, many new techniques in the helical image regive relatively reliable phase information, which allowed construction method, which were implemented in many us to build the atomic model at this resolution. Atomic of newly developed programs and algorithms, allowed models have been built at similar resolution in the accurate image alignment within individual filament structure analyses of the two-dimensional crystals of images as well as between them. It is very important to bacteriorhodopsin (Henderson et al., 1990) , plant lightaccurately determine the box parameters that define harvesting complex (Kühlbrandt et al., 1994) , tubulin the image area to be analyzed, the position and orienta- (Nogales et al., 1998), and aquaporin-1 (Murata et al.,  tion of the filament axis including the out-of-plane tilt,  2000) by electron cryomicroscopy and image analysis, and the repeat distance to extract the highest possible but all this work used electron diffraction as well for signals from individual images. Well-designed GUI promore reliable amplitude data. grams were useful for this purpose (Yonekura et al.,  2003b) . Furthermore, three-dimensional distortion cor-
Number of Images to Achieve High Resolution rection and solvent flattening carried out on individual
We were able to obtain the high-resolution density map filament images were highly effective in improving the by averaging approximately 41,000 molecular images, image quality and alignment accuracy. Figure 4 shows which is a far smaller number than has been empirically density maps at each step of the image analysis. Threeexpected for this resolution. A similar result has been dimensional distortion correction was carried out by didescribed in a recent report that an average of only viding a filament image into several segments and fitnine particle images of an icosahedral molecular comting them in the reciprocal space to a reference image, plex (equivalent to an average of 9 × 60 = 540 molecular as described by Beroukhim and Unwin (1997) but with images) could visualize α-helical features (Borgnia et some modifications (K.Y. and C. Toyoshima, unpubal., 2004). This is another good example demonstrating lished data). The winding path of α-helical backbones that a relatively small number of images can give higher becomes visible more clearly with distortion correction resolution structural information than those that have as shown in Figure 4B . Solvent flattening used here has been expected. One might wonder how many molecua different purpose than the standard protocol used lar images have to be averaged to obtain a density map commonly in X-ray crystallography, which is designed of a quality similar to that of the flagellar filament. We to improve phase data. We used solvent flattening to examined how the quality of density map increases as increase the image alignment accuracy by removing more images are added in the three-dimensional image the noise in the solvent region and that convoluted from reconstruction. Figure 5 shows density maps reconthe solvent region into the filament image due to the structed from w5,000, w10,000, w20,000, and w40,000 CTF (Yonekura and Toyoshima, 2000) . A mask loosely molecular images, respectively. The image data were enclosing the structure was first made from an initial randomly selected from the whole data sets included map at lower resolution, and then this mask was apin the final map (Figures 1 and 2) . The high noise level plied to density maps calculated from individual data in Figure 5A is reduced in Figure 5B , but is still promisets to flatten the density outside of the mask. This "innent. The features of α-helical backbones are more or dividual solvent flattening" appears to be very powerful less discernible in Figure 5C , but the winding path of in improving map quality and increasing the resolution α-helical backbone and large side chain densities that can be obtained with a given number of images, becomes clear only in Figure 5D . Thus, at least approxias discussed by Yonekura and Toyoshima (2000) and mately 40,000 molecular images are necessary to obas shown in Figure 4C . The winding path of α-helical tain a density map to build the atomic model for a wellbackbones is much clearer and more side chain densiordered helical structure such as the bacterial flagellar ties are visible in Figure 4C .
Finally, the amplitudes of the EM data were scaled to filament. 
Conclusion
cules and molecular assemblies without making crystals. It is not only because many of them are hard to It is a kind of dream for us working in the field of biological and medical sciences to be able to look at the crystallize but also because crystal packing would affect the structures, just as seen in this work, and there-three-dimensional atomic arrangements of macromole- 
